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1. Summary of the Social Good Project

(1) Global social contribution ecosystem

The Social Good Project is a global activity based on a vision of “improving society” that transcends 
national, racial, religious, and cultural differences, and in which all people around the world can 
participate.

Mark Zuckerberg, Elon Musk, and Warren Buffett provided more than half the assets
People actively working to “improve society”(Photos are from Wikipedia)

The traditional capitalist structure is divided into “shareholders (investors),” “consumers,” and “society.” 
Shareholders alone enjoy most of the fruits of global economic development (Thomas Piketty). Social 
Good is a project designed to solve this problem.

The Social Good Project targets global expansion of the world’s first social contribution token 
ecosystem (Social Good Ecosystem™) using the SocialGood cryptocurrency. The more participants 
do what they like within this autonomously distributed Social Good Ecosystem™, which utilizes AI and 
blockchains, the more they can improve society.

Each time holders of SocialGood purchase items from companies participating in the Social Good 
Ecosystem™, they automatically receive a cash back payment of some percentage of the purchase 
price. Simultaneously, an AI algorithm provides part of the cash back payment as economic support 
to organizations contributing to society globally. The SocialGood cryptocurrency is designed such that 
its asset value is expected to increase, providing value for participating in the ecosystem from outside, 
so that the ecosystem will grow automatically. This provides a win-win-win for consumers, companies, 
and society. Applications to patent this mechanism as software based on blockchain technology have 
already been submitted in Japan and the US.

The Social Good Ecosystem™ will grow automatically. Economic activities based on the desires and 
self-fulfillment of individuals eventually become co-creative and cooperative and are thus automatically 
tied to realizing the development and social contribution of the ecosystem as a whole.

(2) Expectation of surpassing Bitcoin through ESG investments by institutional 
investors

As a milestone of its presence, the SocialGood cryptocurrency plans to target surpassing Bitcoin’s total 
market value in the long run (Bitcoin:$190.6 Billion as of March 4, 2018 according to CoinMarketCap). 
To achieve the goal, SocialGood is determined to continue efforts including the promotion of 
securitization such as ETF, etc., to become the investment target for large institutional investors.
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The SocialGood cryptocurrency, which supports ecosystems that contribute to society, deserves to 
be a target (asset class) of ESG investments by large institutional investors. In June 2018, right after 
the announcement of the Project, SocialGood raised $30 Million from institutional investors who were 
attracted by the vision of the SocialGood. (“The Cryptocurrency “SocialGood” raises 3.3 billion yen from 
overseas investors.”by Sankei Shimbun, October 1, 2018.)

The acronym ESG is formed using the first letters of the words Environment, Social, and Governance 
and is currently drawing the attention of the investment industry. This attention was initially triggered by 
the “Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)” proposed by Mr. Kofi Atta Annan, Secretary-General 
of the United Nations. Over 1,700 institutional investors and management companies worldwide have 
already voluntarily signed on to ESG investments under the PRI being promoted by the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) and the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC).

Japan’s Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), the world’s largest pension fund, has also signed 
on to ESG. If SocialGood becomes a target of ESG investments, that will likely have a significant impact 
on the SocialGood price.

The total assets under management by the top 500 largest management companies in the world are 
$81.2 Trillion (according to Willis Towers Watson, 2016).

SocialGood could surpass the total market value of Bitcoin ($240 Billion as of December 2017) even 
if, from the perspective of ESG investments, only 0.3% of institutional investor funds flow to it through 
direct investment or ETF conversion. It is reasonable to expect institutional investors to purchase, as a 
part of their portfolios, SocialGood as a portion of their alternative investments. 

SocialGood plans to announce “SocialGood ETF”to the market in July 2020. It is expected to be 
made possible because the SocialGood Team lines up such remarkably talented and experienced 
professionals as Toshio Nishimura, Former Managing Director of the Citigroup with the affluent record 
in institutional investor business, and Naoki Yokoyama, ex-Managing Director of Nikko Securities 
(now SMBC Nikko Securities Inc.), ex-President of a SBI Group company, and former member of 
Japanese governmental financial regulatory committees, e.g., the corporate financial regulation research 
committee.

(3) Mechanism for increasing the price and value of the SocialGood 
cryptocurrency

In conclusion, since it is obvious to everyone that the price of the SocialGood cryptocurrency is 
designed to increase more readily than other asset classes, it is expected to increase as a self-fulfilling 
prophecy.

Warren Buffett has pointed out that “You can’t value Bitcoin because it’s not a value-producing asset.” 
According to Mr. Buffett, “price is what you pay, value is what you get.”

Unlike Bitcoin, which has no value simply by being held and only exists as a target of speculation, a 
major feature of SocialGood is that it offers a clear economic benefit of ownership and value by allowing 
you to enjoy the benefit of cash back payments. Furthermore, value increases through expansion of the 
Social Good Ecosystem™.

https://socialgood-foundation.com/news/2018100102.php
https://socialgood-foundation.com/news/2018100102.php
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At the same time, the SocialGood price is designed so that it can reasonably be expected to rise 
based on the relationship between supply and demand. Since investors who recognize this feature will 
naturally seek out SocialGood earlier than others, buying opportunities will increase within Social Good 
Ecosystem™, creating a mechanism that further tightens the supply and demand of the SocialGood 
cryptocurrency.

GROWTH

Drawn in by the increase in
SocialGood holders,
alliance companies increase

Alliance company group sales increase

SocialGood price rises due to
forced demand from the
alliance company group
(Japanese and US patent
applications submitted)

Drawn in by the rise in SocialGood price,
SocialGood buyers increase 
*People who buy early have an advantage

Purchase amount increases
due to SocialGood holders

Mechanism that can reasonably be expected to increase the Price of the SocialGood cryptocurrency

Such positive circulation will enable the SocialGood price to increase stably and will enable the Social 
Good Ecosystem™ to grow smoothly and sustainably over the long term, which will sustain support 
for organizations that contribute to society, thus enabling society to be improved in a sustainable 
manner. The mechanism has been aligned as the patent application for a “token ecosystem patent” 
already submitted in Japan and the US, and the international patent in accordance with the PCT (Patent 
Cooperation Treaty) has been also submitted.

The sale of these tokens is being positioned to recruit initial users who wish to participate in the 
ecosystem. All the funds obtained from this sale will be used to increase both the price and value of the 
tokens (i.e., used to expand the token ecosystem by increasing the number of holders and increasing 
the number of alliance companies).

The MVP in the Project is not smartphone apps but the alliance agreement content with each alliance 
company. In that regard, the accumulated sales of a company that expressed its intention to participate 
in the Ecosystem has reached more than $2 Billion. The negotiation with the company on such issues 
as setting each and every individual cashback rate are on-going to go cashback mechanism live in 
around October 2019. For that milestone to be cleared, the strong point is the patent submitted in 
January 2018, that is “The International Business Model Patent with regard to the cashback system 
based on cryptocurrency and token technology.”
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(4) Social Good as a platform with a network effect and as a global brand

In this paper, SocialGood is used to refer to a cryptocurrency, but the “Social Good” brand 
encompasses various images, like the “Apple” brand does. Social Good is an activity that contributes to 
society, an ecosystem, a consumer service, a marketplace, an investment target, and a cryptocurrency.

Therefore, Social Good is not related to a nationality, race, or culture. It is a global brand for creating 
trust, empathy, enthusiasm, goodwill, and gratitude.

From a platform perspective, Social Good has the following characteristics.
• Just like Apple, and Amazon, the Social Good Ecosystem™ is a B-to-C matching platform with a 

network effect.
• Just like Uber and Airbnb, the Social Good Ecosystem™ is a sharing economy business specialized 

for data and networks and with no tangible assets.
• From the perspective of marketplaces using recommendation engines, Social Good is a decentralized 

marketplace, as compared to Amazon, which organizes products from around the world in a 
centralized manner.

From a consumer service perspective, Social Good has the following characteristics.
• Social Good is a service with which consumers make routine contact every time they shop. Like 

Google and Amazon, Social Good is a high-frequency consumer service.
• Social Good is a smartphone app that provides cash back payments with a single tap. Unlike the 

large US cash back website EBATES (annual turnover of $9.7 Billion and annual growth rate of over 
45%), which is limited to the mail-order of registered products, Social Good is a service where cash 
back payments can be received in real life and EC through all types of buying opportunities, including 
everything from merchandise and services to high-priced products, such as houses and vehicles, that 
require face-to-face sales via sales representatives.

• Social Good has a mechanism whereby content is automatically posted on an existing SNS, such as 
Facebook or Twitter, when donations and product purchases are made and is a service that viralizes 
transactions each time it is used to improve awareness.

• Social Good is addictive like Facebook and Coca-Cola, which stimulate the brain’s desire for self-
approval and sugar. The Social Good experience completes both cash back payments (economic 
return) and donations (spiritual return) and is triggered at the time of purchase when buyers are prone 
to a sense of accomplishment. Receiving money causes a secretion of adrenaline, and altruistic 
activity causes a secretion of oxytocin in the brain. Both of these are pleasure substances. Since 
Social Good promotes both pleasure substances simultaneously, it creates a strong sense of pleasure 
in the brain.

From a social positioning perspective, Social Good has the following characteristics.
• Participating in Social Good conveys to society that Social Good is useful to society, just like when 

Mark Zuckerberg and Elon Musk announce donations.
• The Social Good Ecosystem™ ties individuals, companies, and society via a win-win-win.
• Social Good is an activity that uses technology to move society in a positive direction.

To such characteristics, Social Good adds wealth characteristics.

From a wealth positioning perspective, Social Good has characteristics like those given 
below.
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• Like gold, the SocialGood cryptocurrency is an asset with a market value, and it can be traded via a 
cryptocurrency exchange and converted to cash at any time.

• Additionally, since the price of the currency is constantly fluctuating, it constantly attracts the interest 
of SocialGood holders.

• Just like a commercial building in a prime location, the SocialGood cryptocurrency is something to be 
carefully held over the long term as an asset whose price can be expected to increase in the future.

As a result, Social Good creates a user experience and brand value that are completely different from 
general products and services.
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2. A global social contribution ecosystem 
utilizing AI and blockchains

(1) “Improve society”

Mark Zuckerberg has declared that he will donate 99% of his Facebook stock to charity to develop the 
next generation. Since millennials are a generation with a natural affinity to global technology from birth, 
they sense that they are “global citizens” and take for granted that they have social responsibilities to fill 
that transcend differences in borders and cultures.

Microsoft founder Bill Gates and Warren Buffett have declared via The Giving Pledge, which they 
started, that over half of their personal assets will be donated to charity after they die. Virgin Group 
Chairman Richard Branson and Tesla and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk have also made these pledges.

SocialGood holders can improve society with the same impact as successful people like these. The 
Social Good Ecosystem™ has a mechanism whereby anyone anywhere in the world can automatically 
donate a portion of their economic activity to organizations that contribute to society. The more 
SocialGood holders (consumers and investors) buy things they like, the more they improve society as a 
whole.

The Social Good Project plans to register, as donation destinations, the top 100 NGO’s, international 
funds, universities in various countries, and cultural organizations ranked by the Global Journal 
magazine, which evaluates organizations from the perspectives of their innovation, impact, and 
sustainability.

Save the children 
(England)
Children’s Rights

Grameen Bank 
(Bangladesh)
Microfinance

Doctors Without 
Borders (France)
Medical and Human 
Rights

Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation (US)
Medical and Poverty 
Problems

UNESCO (France)
World Heritage Sites

WWF (US)
Wildlife

Seiichiro Yonekura is the prominent member of the SocialGood Team. He is the Fellow Professor at the 
Hitotsubashi University, one of the top ranking colleges of the Japanese academia, and currently the 
Special Advisor for the Muhammad Yunus’s Grameen Bank Japan. He is the front runner of the social 
business.

Global GDP is $74.5 Trillion (IMF, 2015). If all of it were covered by the Social Good Ecosystem™, and if 
1% were automatically diverted to donations, $745 Billion could be used to make new contributions to 
society. The social impact of such an amount would be massive.

(2)  Automatic social contributions realized by AI and blockchains

The traditional negatives of making donations via social contribution are as follows.
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1. Additional settlement fees are sometimes required for small donations.
2. Since people experience pain in association with spending money, people lacking a strong sense of 

mission sometimes do not like to make donations.

With respect to these points, social contributions are promoted in the Social Good Ecosystem™, which 
is supported via blockchain technology, by the following mechanism.

1. Donations can be made smoothly in the SocialGood cryptocurrency.
2. There is no stress since a portion of the cash back payment at the time of purchase is donated 

automatically.
3. AI (robo adviser) automatically allocates donations to donation destinations and support destinations 

that foster a sense of happiness and exhilaration every time purchases are made within the 
ecosystem. “Spiritual satisfaction” is maximized by indexing consumer buying activities based on big 
data.

“Maximization of spiritual satisfaction” is achieved when purchases are made, cash back payments are 
obtained, and donations are automatically made via Social Good alliance companies.

The dedicated Social Good smartphone app has a mechanism for attracting “likes” from third parties 
by automatically posting pictures of purchased goods and donation destinations to SNS such as 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

UX -UI Image of SocialGood Application

AI analyzes reactions from third parties on SNS, such as the number of “views” or “likes,” and an 
algorithm automatically makes donations to the donation destinations that raise SocialGood holder 
social assessments the most and that best satisfy users’ desire for self-approval. And the AI Algorithm 
is under development.

For the development of the Algorithm, the joint research and development program is underway with the 
Meiji University Japan, having been awarded the joint research achievement with Panasonic Corporation 
and SONY Corporation. The automatic donation mechanism is also comprehended in the Business 
Model aligned in the International Patent which has been already submitted. Tomohiro Takagi, Professor 
of Meiji University School of Science and Technology, Fellow Professor at the Department of Electrical 
Engineering Computer Science, UC Berkeley. is also the member of the SocialGood Team. He is the 
most influential authority in the world in fuzzy theory, one kind of computational artificial intelligence, 
highly precise recommend engine, and highly precise targeting. 

In other words explained in a concrete manner, the Social Good AI donation adviser is a mechanism 
for automatically allocating donations to donation destinations that seek the “maximization of spiritual 
satisfaction,” just like robo money advisers like Wealthfront, Inc. automatically allocate stocks and 

Take a picture of the receipt with your 
smartphone

Send the picture by the SocialGood 
Application, and then you will get a portion of 
the money you paid for what you bought by 

SocialGood cashback. 

At the same time, a portion of the cashback 
will be the donation, which automatically goes 

to charitable organizations. 
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securities to maximize monetary returns.

While individuals can choose donation locations themselves, locations are typically recommended by 
the algorithm. According to data analysts at the video distribution service Netflix, “people don’t really 
know what movies they like.” People are much more likely to watch movies actually viewed by people 
having similar interests that are recommended by algorithms than to watch the movies they themselves 
have bookmarked to “watch later.”

Similarly, the Social Good algorithm is a mechanism for selecting donation destinations that, 
unbeknownst to the individuals themselves, maximize spiritual satisfaction, happiness, and social 
assessment.

The emergence of this kind of Social Good dates back ten years. Soichiro Takaoka, founder of the 
Social Good Foundation, has conceived of a mechanism whereby donations are automatically made to 
UNICEF and WWF each time wealthy individuals instigate activities within the “YUCASEE” SNS, which 
is limited to wealthy people, and has over 100 Million yen in net assets that he personally manages.

“With YUCASEE we use a system for making automatic donations to UNICEF and WWF Japan. Members are 
automatically awarded points each time they instigate activities within the community. Activities for making 
donations to UNICEF and WWF Japan from the YUCASEE administrative office are automatically instigated 
based on these points - - - A large sense of satisfaction that one ‘has done a good thing’ emanates from this 
minor action and raises the desire to ‘do even better.’ I hope that this sort of virtuous cycle will pervade society.”
(“Why do Wealthy People Join YUCASEE?” by Soichiro Takaoka, Gentosha, 2008)

At the time of that statement, the work of sending money to fixed donation destinations was performed 
manually. The AI and blockchain technologies have advanced over the past 10 years, however, making 
it possible to dramatically expand user social contribution opportunities via a mechanism enabling 
automatic donations from Social Good.

(3) Social Good brand backed by social values and intracerebral pleasure 
substances

We help ourselves by helping others.

According to neuroscience, the brain produces adrenaline when people receive money, and oxytocin is 
produced when they help others. Both give pleasure to the brain.

Globally loved brands like Facebook and Coca-Cola routinely create strong pleasure in the brain using 
sugar and the desire for approval. These things can be said to be addictive.

Like these brands, Social Good, which gives the brain unique pleasure, is likely to become a brand 
enthusiastically loved by people, regardless of their race or nationality.

In the Social Good Ecosystem™, cash back payments and donations are simultaneously occurring 
mechanisms triggered by buying activities that allow buyers to obtain a sense of accomplishment and 
satisfaction. When these two pleasure substances are combined, they stimulate the brain even more 
intensely. Social Good provides an unprecedented customer experience for everyone, regardless of 
nationality or race.
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Furthermore, the value of “improving society” provided by Social Good is a universal human value 
acceptable to people in every cultural sphere. From a biological evolutionary point of view, as well, it is 
said that people living today are the only people who have ever looked past themselves as individuals to 
improve society as a whole.

Social Good is more than just a single product.

• Social Good creates pleasure each time consumers instigate daily buying activities (high-frequency)
• Social Good provides the universal human value of contributing to the global society

Social Good can provide a feeling of trust, empathy, enthusiasm, goodwill, and gratitude to users that 
surpasses nationality, race, and culture through the highly pleasurable Social Good experience that 
repeats each time users make a daily purchase. Therefore, it will become a universal service used 
around the world and a brand that creates enthusiasm.
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3. World’s largest marketplace capable of 
covering all commerce

(1) Global marketplace specifically for customer activity data and networks

In conclusion, when the Social Good Ecosystem™ is viewed from the perspective of the distribution of 
goods and services, Social Good has the potential to become the world’s largest retail company.

Like Google, Amazon, and the Apple Store, the Social Good service is a marketplace business model 
for so-called B-to-C matching.

By networking travelers and rooms globally via smartphones, Airbnb was able to expand the number 
of rooms better than the world’s largest hotel chains. By networking riders and vehicles globally 
via smartphones, Uber was able to expand ride opportunities better than the world’s largest taxi 
companies.

Just as Airbnb and Uber have strived to increase matching accuracy simply by owning intangible 
assets, such as customer data (attribute information and behavior histories) and networks, without 
owning tangible assets, such as rooms and vehicles, Social Good is making efforts to increase the 
accuracy of matching consumers and companies by owning big data and networks without owning real 
stores and EC sites or hiring salespeople.

Social Good, which recommends optimal products via AI from among the Social Good networks 
without owning specific EC sites and stores and without hiring sales people, functions as the ultimate 
shopping supporter.

Because Airbnb and Uber do not own the means for providing services, such as vehicles and rooms, 
they are referred to as sharing economy companies.

From this perspective, Social Good does not have property, such as EC sites, stores, salespeople, 
or retail salespeople. It can be referred to as “a sharing economy company for all goods and services 
around the world.” From this position, it has the potential to become the world’s larger retailer in terms 
of total distribution.

(2) “Decentralized Amazon” business model

Social Good optimizes purchasing via a marketplace that networks all companies and products with 
consumers by means of blockchains using smartphones as interfaces.
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Amazon’s centralized model and Social Good’s decentralized model

Amazon is a centralized retail store for neatly indexing individual products, such as books, CDs, home 
appliances, and daily necessities and delivering products based on customer orders within a format 
that is unified, normalized, and standardized as an EC site. It is a format for selling many products via a 
single store.

By contrast, a major characteristic of the Social Good Ecosystem™ is that, unlike Amazon, it allows 
real stores like jewelers, face-to-face businesses like realtors, businesses that do not deliver goods like 
lawyers and hairdressers, and EC sites to participate in the ecosystem marketplace as stores. It is the 
format of a decentralized mall with many Social Good stores.

The first motivation for companies to join the Social Good Ecosystem™ is, just like the motivation to 
register with cash back sites, the acquisition of new customers via the expansion of touch points. For 
example, more than 2,000 companies have registered with the large US online cash back site EBATES, 
and the net sales of these companies are growing at an annual rate of 45%. The site’s transaction 
volume is $9.7 Billion (FY 2017).

The Social Good marketplace has expanded this type of cash back mechanism to not only EC’s but 
also real sales channels (negotiations via stores and salespeople) and uses smartphone-based UI/UX 
and blockchain technology.

The second motivation for companies to join the Social Good Ecosystem™ is to differentiate themselves 
from similar competitors with the aim of breaking away from price-cutting competition.

Making cash back payments in cash and electronic points alone leads to price-cutting warfare. Paying 
benefits to customers in the form of a cryptocurrency having asset properties that can reasonably be 
expected to appreciate in value provides a new user experience that differs from that of simple discount 
points.

(3) Simple customer interface based on smartphones

When seen as a commercial service, SocialGood is a “service where cash back payments can be 
received via a single touch on a smartphone.”
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When SocialGood holders contact stores, salespeople, or EC sites to buy products, they can receive 
a portion of the price of those products in SocialGood denominated cash back payments through the 
Social Good Center.

EASY
1. Buy Product 2. Send receipt to Social Good Center

    by smartphone camera
3. Get cash back on your

wallet by cryptocurrency

In the process (in the case of a real alliance company, sales of real estate, vehicles, etc. through 
salespeople and in the case of the service industry), a SocialGood holder can receive a cash back 
payment by taking a photo of the receipt using a smartphone and then sending the photo to the Social 
Good Center from the Social Good specialize app on the smartphone.

For Social Good alliance businesses there are no system investments, no running costs, and no start-
up costs.

All these businesses must do is wait for customers to be sent by the Social Good Ecosystem™, which 
is a network with smartphones as contact points, and pay successful outcome fees to the Social Good 
Center when they sell products.

Alliance companies that are EC sites can automatically link on-line to provide cash back payments after 
products are purchased.

The Social Good Center converts these fees into the SocialGood cryptocurrency and provides cash 
back payments to customers. Since payments using cryptocurrencies can be made via global money 
transfers, they are smoother than payments using conventional legal currency. Software patent 
applications for this technology, based on blockchain technology, have already been submitted 
(Japanese and US patents). This is similar to when Amazon was awarded a “one-click patent” in the 
early days of EC. This is a powerful intellectual property strategy precisely because it is simple.

In the future, blockchain technology that enables purchases, donations, and cash back payments in real 
time will be used.

(4) Enhanced matching accuracy using AI recommendation engines crossing 
real life and the net

By analyzing SocialGood holder buying histories and big data using AI, Social Good develops 
recommendations that span real life and EC by, for example, “recommending Store B to a person who 
purchased Magazine A.”

Enhancing the performance of AI recommendations increases buying frequency within the Social Good 
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Ecosystem™, which results in increases in SocialGood denominated cash back payments. If this 
results in tighter SocialGood supply and demand, the SocialGood price can reasonably be expected to 
increase.

Since more consumers will join the Social Good Ecosystem™ as the asset properties of the SocialGood 
are enhanced, alliance companies will see more opportunities to acquire new customers.

(5) Cash back payments in cryptocurrency based on market value 
(Business Model Patent)

The “Social Good Center” makes cash back payments to SocialGood holders. The Social Good Center 
is an operating company that conducts cash back business in each country and is a separate company 
from the Social Good Foundation, which issues the cryptocurrency (“Managing Companies” described 
below).

The Social Good Center and alliance companies determine their own cash back rates in advance. 
SocialGood holders can receive a portion of product prices in the form of SocialGood denominated 
cash back payments each time they make purchases at Social Good alliance companies.

For example, given a cash back rate of 10%, a SocialGood holder making a 10 Million yen real estate 
purchase would receive SocialGood equivalent to a current market value of 1 Million yen from the Social 
Good Center.

Social Good Center
3. B

uy SocialGood

1.Cash($)

1.Product

4. Donation

4. C
ash Back 2. Fee($)

A portion of the money paid by SocialGood holders is converted into
cash back payments through the Social Good Center

In the future, cash back payments will be executed using Ethereum Smart Contracts developed by the 
Social Good Foundation without mediation by intermediaries, and cash back rates will be disclosed 
in the smart contracts for each alliance company to preserve transparency. In other words, we are 
targeting a decentralized cash back network.

As stated above, we have already submitted patent applications for this cash back mechanism utilizing 
cryptocurrencies in Japan and the US as software patents based on blockchains in January 2018, and the 
International Patent in accordance with PCT in September.  In addition, we are making the preparations 
needed to start the current services and will pursue separate patents for new elemental technologies.
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The cash back payments SocialGood holders will receive have the following characteristics.

1. As long as they hold a certain amount (e.g., one SocialGood) of SocialGood, they can receive cash 
back payments. If holders hold two SocialGoods, they cannot receive twice the cash back payments 
of a person who holds one SocialGood. Cash back payment is a right granted to anyone with 
SocialGood holder status.

2. The longer SocialGood is held, the higher the cash back rate becomes.
3. The cash back rate rises according to purchase frequency and purchase amounts within the Social 

Good Ecosystem™.

Holders are incentivized to hold SocialGood over the long term through a variety of other customer 
loyalty programs (e.g., silver memberships, gold memberships, etc., like credit cards). As a result, long-
term holders of SocialGood will increase, which will, an explained next, tighten supply and demand 
such that the asset value of SocialGood can be expected to rise.
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4. Mechanisms for stably raising SocialGood 
price and value

(1) Non-security membership type utility tokens (ERC-20 Token Standard)

SocialGood is a cryptocurrency as prescribed in Article 2(5) of the Japanese Payment Services Act. It is 
not a security.

The main differences between SocialGood and securities are as described below.

• The right to receive cash back payments is the same regardless of whether one SocialGood or two 
SocialGoods are held.

• The economic merits that can be obtained when holding one SocialGood depend on the buying 
activities of the holder.

For example, assuming a cash back rate of 10% when SocialGood is held, a consumer spending 1 
Million yen at a alliance company has a value of 100,000 yen. Meanwhile, a person spending 10 Million 
yen has a value of 1 Million yen.

SocialGood tokens are based on the ERC-20 Token Standard, which is highly safe and commonly used 
around the world and are issued using Ethereum blockchains from offices in Japan.

The token issuing body, Social Good Foundation, Inc., is a Japanese company. Social Good, which is 
targeted globally, is based in Japan because Japan was determined to be the best place in terms of 
liquidity of the SocialGood cryptocurrency.

More than half of all Bitcoin transactions are yen-denominated (as of autumn 2017). World Bank 
financial expert Vincent Launay has pointed out that “Japan’s goal is very clear: to become the global 
powerhouse for cryptocurrencies” (COINTELEGRAPH, January 2018).

Japan’s Financial Services Agency, which is said to be the world’s toughest in terms of financing, 
has implemented, as national policy, a cryptocurrency exchange trader system under the Japanese 
Payment Services Act to nurture and grow cryptocurrencies and vitalize the market.

Over 100 companies are currently applying to register as cryptocurrency exchange businesses, and 
Yuzo Kano, president of bitFlyer, Japan’s largest cryptocurrency exchange business, has coined the 
phrase “Japan: The New Heart of Bitcoin.” (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, April 3, 2018).

Thus, Japan was chosen as a base because, from the perspective of liquidity, which is indispensable 
to enhancing the SocialGood price, it is the third largest economy in the world, its government policy is 
favorable with respect to cryptocurrencies, and it has a stable political system.

(2) Value raising mechanism through a virtuous cycle model

Regardless of how sublime one’s social contribution philosophy is, it will be difficult to achieve unless 
incentives are designed correctly. A characteristic of the Social Good Project is that it is designed to 
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provide win-win incentives to all Social Good Ecosystem™ participants. The SocialGood cryptocurrency 
lies at the center of this incentive design.

As stated above, unlike Bitcoin, which has no value simply by being held and only exists as a target 
of speculation, a major feature of the SocialGood cryptocurrency is that it offers a clear benefit of 
ownership and value by allowing you to enjoy the benefit of cash back.

For example, let us assume there is a person planning to buy a home worth 50 Million yen. Now, let 
us assume that there is a realtor that is a Social Good alliance company providing 10% cash back 
payments to SocialGood holders.

From the perspective of Mr. A, who is planning to buy a home worth 50 Million yen, this has a value 
equivalent to 5 Million yen for 1 SocialGood. If SocialGood is being sold on the cryptocurrency exchange 
for a price of less than 5 Million yen, it is economically rational for Mr. A to buy SocialGood because “value 
> price.”

From the perspective of Mr. B who, at the same time, is planning to buy a condominium worth 500 
Million yen in Singapore, 1 SocialGood has a value of 50 Million yen. If the market value of 1 SocialGood 
is less than 50 Million yen, it is economically rational for Mr. B to buy SocialGood before purchasing the 
condominium because “value > price.”

Thus, there is a clear value to holding SocialGood. SocialGood not only has speculative demand aimed 
at capital gains like Bitcoin, but it also has, at its core, real demand.

(3) Price raising mechanism through tightened supply and demand

SocialGood also has an attractive characteristic in terms of price. This characteristic is the expectation 
that the price will rise due to the inevitable tightening of supply and demand for SocialGood.

Supply and demand for SocialGood, of which supply is limited, will tighten because of “forced demand 
(SocialGood buying for cash back through companies)” generated within the ecosystem. Therefore, the 
supply and demand for SocialGood are more prone to tightening than gold or Bitcoin, for which there 
is no forced demand, and legal currency, of which the supply is not limited, and thus investors have a 
reasonable expectation that the price will rise.

SocialGood was designed with a set supply limit and forced demand.

As stated above, cash back payments by companies (through the Social Good Center) to SocialGood 
holders within the Social Good Ecosystem™ are SocialGood denominated cash back payments. In 
other words, the more purchasing occurs within the Social Good Ecosystem™, the more Social Good 
companies must purchase SocialGood from SocialGood issuing bodies or secondary markets.

In accordance with the contents of the “digital gold theory” by Goldman Sachs analyst Zach Pandl, the 
price of SocialGood can be said to be more likely to rise than that of gold or Bitcoin. This is because, 
with SocialGood, forced buying is always generated as a cash back resource, which is not the case 
with Bitcoin or gold. Currently, there are no goods or services that can only be purchased with Bitcoin or 
gold. In other words, while the supplies of SocialGood, gold, and Bitcoin are all limited, only SocialGood 
will always have forced demand.
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A legal currency has a forced demand because taxes must be paid in the form of that legal currency. 
However, a central bank can increase the supply of the legal currency without limit. For example, the 
supply of US dollars grew 3.5 times from $400 Billion to $1.4 Trillion in just 10 years from 1996 to 2016.

Supply restriction

◎

○
○ ○ ○ ×

× × ○
△ △ △

Reliable demand

Pressure to rise

SocialGood GOLD BITCOIN LEGAL CURRENCY

Comparing four asset classes in this way reveals clearly that limited supply and forced demand are set 
for SocialGood only.

Accordingly, this establishes a reasonable expectation that SocialGood is more susceptible to increases 
in price than Bitcoin or legal currency. The fact that SocialGood price increases can more reasonably be 
expected in comparison to other asset classes further strengthens the reasonable expectation that the 
SocialGood prices will rise sharply through a “self-fulfilling prophecy” (George Soros).

Accordingly, many people will seek out SocialGood as a digital asset with asset properties. Therefore, 
alliance companies will increase because SocialGood holders will increase, resulting in a significant 
increase in cash back demand (SocialGood demand) within the ecosystem, generating a virtuous cycle 
in which SocialGood prices will rise significantly due to supply and demand.

GROWTH

Drawn in by the increase in
SocialGood holders,
alliance companies increase

Alliance company group sales increase

SocialGood price rises due to
forced demand from the
alliance company group
(Japanese and US patent
applications submitted)

Drawn in by the rise in SocialGood price,
SocialGood buyers increase 
*People who buy early have an advantage

Purchase amount increases
due to SocialGood holders

Virtuous cycle model where consumers, companies, and asset values increase continuously
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This virtuous cycle, which provides a win-win for all participants, puts network externalities to work and 
gives the Social Good Project a competitive advantage, not only creating a “winner take all” expectation, 
as described in the next chapter, but also creating a reasonable expectation that the SocialGood price 
will rise. 

(4) Global GDP and SocialGood price

While it is not certain that the SocialGood price will always behave in this way since there are many 
factors involved in setting prices, the estimated value of SocialGood is likely to become a value derived 
by dividing “the demand for buying products and services of all ecosystem participants in the future” by 
“the limited quantity of SocialGood issued.”

Accordingly, people who forecast the SocialGood price forecast how far SocialGood will spread.

As explained, a significant characteristic of SocialGood is that it raises asset properties by applying cash 
back payments within the ecosystem as “digital gold.” Additionally, it is naturally assumed that it will be 
used as a settlement currency between alliance companies and users (i.e., a use method in which it is 
exchanged for products), just as other cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are.

The plan is to deploy the Social Good Ecosystem™ in 21 countries (explained in the later chapter) 
around the world in plural ways. The combined total of the GDPs of those countries is $59.8 Trillion (World 
Bank National Accounts Data, and OECD Nation Accounts Data).

Forecasting what percentage of these countries’ GDPs will end up on the Social Good Ecosystem™ 
in the blockchain era, and when that will happen, using the growth of Amazon, Facebook, Uber, and 
Airbnb in the internet era as points of reference, makes it possible to forecast that the SocialGood price 
will rise.
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5. Realization of the global deployment of the 
Social Good Ecosystem™

(1) Measures for increasing SocialGood holders (tie-ups with major retailers 
and acceptance by cryptocurrency exchanges in various countries) 

Regarding increasing the number of SocialGood holders, as long as the Social Good “price increase 
mechanism” and “asset properties” are appropriately IR’d, any economically rational user will likely want 
to hold SocialGood.

Even Bitcoin, which Buffett says has zero holding value, has a total market value of $190.6 Billion 
(according to CoinMarketCap, March 4, 2018) and is held by a total population of 13 million people 
(counting only the number of Coinbase users as of the end of November 2017). Thus, it goes without 
saying, that there is economic value in holding SocialGood.

Distributing SocialGood having such asset properties to customers is a reasonable promotional 
measure for large companies that want to raise customer satisfaction.

Therefore, we will increase the number of SocialGood holders by distributing SocialGood to a portion 
of the existing customers of our alliance partners’ (major global EC sites, such as Amazon and Alibaba, 
airlines in countries around the world, and large retailers, such as conveniences stores, in countries 
around the world). For example, we will collaborate with, after partnership is built, "Alibaba SocialGood", 
"Amazon SocialGood", and "Virgin AtlanticAir SocialGood" as  one part of a loyalty program targeting 
the existing customers of these companies.

The collaborations can be expected to go smoothly because distributing SocialGood, which offers 
asset properties and not just discount points, to customers allows major retail players to differentiate 
themselves from other companies in their industries.

Furthermore, as described above, we employ a mechanism whereby photos of purchased products 
and of the organizations that contribute to the society to which donations have been made go viral 
when products are purchased at Social Good alliance companies, which naturally enhances the level of 
awareness with respect to the real graph of SocialGood holders. 

We have also designed a customer referral system, which, just like Amazon’s Amazon Associates 
Program, gives SocialGood holders incentives to increase the number of SocialGood holders.

Furthermore, The ICO we plan will be positioned to acquire the first Social Good users. The number 
of SocialGood holders will also increase after the ICO as we gradually increase the number of 
cryptocurrency exchange businesses and cryptocurrency distributors.

(2) Measures for increasing Social Good alliance companies (international 
franchise system and economies of scale)

From the perspective of the companies, the Social Good Ecosystem™ creates customers who are 
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highly likely to buy their products. Furthermore, start-up fees and running fees are not required to 
join the Social Good Ecosystem™. Accordingly, there is no reason for a company to refuse alliance 
company participation.

We will establish “Managing Companies” (Social Good Centers on previous pages) whose role is to 
gather alliance companies. 

Just like Starbucks Corporation and Marriott International, Inc., franchisees in countries around the 
world who have received licenses for patents and intellectual property from the Social Good Foundation 
(Franchise HQ) will act as “Managing Companies” in gathering alliance companies.

We will initially target the following 21 countries, whose GDPs rank in the top levels of the world.

The US, China, Japan, Germany, England, Switzerland, the Netherlands, France, Italy, Spain, Canada, 
Russia, Australia, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand, Brazil, and India.

Managing Companies can conduct “cash back businesses utilizing blockchains and AI” whereby they 
receive fees from alliance companies and make cash back payments to SocialGood holders by receiving 
licenses to software patents based on blockchain technology from the Social Good Foundation, which 
is the franchise HQ. 

For example, these companies receive 10% of product sales from companies, pay 7% to consumers 
as cash back, and book the 3% difference as revenue. Once Managing Companies gather alliance 
companies, they receive a fixed fee each time SocialGood holders make purchases at those stores and 
can thus be managed stably based on stock income.

In the future, this will be networked via blockchains, and thus the mechanism will work automatically. 
Therefore, the marginal costs related to sales increases will be almost zero, allowing strong economies 
of scale to kick in, making for a highly-profitable business. The attractiveness of this business will likely 
produce many companies in each country that want to become Managing Companies.
Therefore, companies having membership organizations, media targeting individuals, and experience 
doing business with major companies will be carefully selected and assigned as Managing Companies 
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in each country.

For example, we will assign Ayumi Trust Holdings Co., Ltd., which was founded in 2005, to oversee 
franchisees as one of the Managing Companies in Japan.

Ayumi Trust Holdings has done business with global corporations.

They are, for example, BMW,  Harley-Davidson,  Daimler, Audi,  Ferrari, Bugatti Automobiles,  JAGUAR 
LAND ROVER, 

These companies are slated to become the first companies to join the Social Good Ecosystem™. 
Furthermore, the operating media are shown below.

Interview to Mr. Heizou Takenaka, former cabinet minister

Interview to Mr. Kazuhiko Toyama, former COO, Industrial
Revitalization Corporation of Japan

Interview to Mr. Eisuke Sakakibara, former Vice Minister of Finance
for International Affairs, Ministry of Finance

YUCASEE, which is operated by Ayumi Trust, is Japan’s largest online membership site limited to 
wealthy people net assets of 100 Million yen or more, and, according to an article (February 2009) 
in Nikkei BP group’s financial journal “Fund Information,” the total assets of YUCASEE members is 1 
Trillion yen or more. When combined with related media, at least a million people view this site each 
month.

Such wealthy people are also assumed to become the initial users of Social Good.

We will start by limiting the first ecosystem alliance companies to first-class real estate companies and 
companies handling expensive products in each country. The reason for this is that the higher the unit 
prices generated by purchases within the Social Good Ecosystem™, the better it is for SocialGood 
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price and value. Additionally, starting with high-quality alliance companies within the ecosystem will 
contribute to the long-term growth of the platform.

Accordingly, we assigned a company like Ayumi Trust Group because of its experience with wealthy 
people. We plan to have three to five Managing Companies in each country.

And Landscape Co.Ltd. has joined as a Managing Company in Japan together with Ayumi Trust Group. 
Landscape Co.Ltd., established by Nami Fukutomi who had been in charge of business planning in 
the Culture Convenience Club Co., Ltd, the biggest point business company in Japan with 65 million 
T Point members, is a data base marketing company. Landscape offers marketing solutions for 1,200  
corporate clients centering to major global corporations using 2.1 million wealthy Japanese individual 
database and 95 million consumer database.
Corporate clients that Landscape covers include global corporations. They are, for example,  Coca-
Cola,  Microsoft, Google,  Salesforce, Hilton,  Tiffany, Montblanc, Baccarat, Cartier, Swatch, Bentley, 
Ferragamo, Fendi, Van Cleef & Arpels, etc. 

We will also consider assigning and forming partnerships with major EC players as Managing 
Companies in each country, such as Rakuten (total distribution of approximately 3 Trillion yen) in Japan 
and Alibaba (total distribution of approximately 62 Trillion yen) in China.

We will build strong long-term partnerships based on matched interests with candidate Managing 
Companies in each country by awarding them the SocialGood cryptocurrency, which will rise in value in 
conjunction with the expansion of the ecosystem, like stock options, free of charge.

If major EC players in each country announce their collaboration after receiving SocialGood tokens for 
free, and thus contribute to the expansion of the Social Good Ecosystem™, SocialGood value and price 
will rise dramatically. It is reasonable to expect that the shareholder value of these companies will rise to 
the exact degree that the asset value of the SocialGood they hold rises.

Therefore, from the perspective of maximizing shareholder value, as is required by the shareholders of 
every company, it is difficult to even suggest the refusal of such a collaboration opportunity that has no 
accompanying costs but offers such a dramatic upside in terms of improving shareholder value. If listed 
companies refuse to collaborate with Social Good, it is possible that activists will make shareholder 
proposals for collaboration with Social Good as a measure to improve shareholder value.

(3) Open innovation and alliance strategies

The current large company consortium centered on the Social Good Foundation, which is the original 
issuer of tokens, will adopt partnerships and alliance strategies for collaborating with trusted companies 
in each country on operations and development in ecosystem expansion. This is similar to P&G’s 
“Connect + Develop” program.

To strengthen tie-ups with collaborating companies, we will adopt a basic strategy of win-win “token 
business alliances,” which are not capital business tie-ups, by dispensing SocialGood tokens to 
partners as if they were stock options, to share the gains of future token price increases.

We plan to tie up with leading major companies in each country known for AI/big data, smartphones/UI/
UX, and blockchain technology to let them become technology partners, and are continuing discussions 
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and negotiations with them.

We plan to build blockchain-based real-time cash-back mechanisms using state-of-the-art technology 
at the time of development through partnerships with major global integrators.

We plan to develop an AI algorithm, to manage the data of the social ecosystem as a whole and to 
adjust SocialGood price supply and demand, and an AI robo adviser to maximize mental satisfaction.

BIG DATA

Social Good Japan

Social Good USASocial Good foundation

Social Good China

Consortium
(alliance contracts)

Donations

License contracts
Patent use license

Provision of investment and
development funds

Provision of cash
back benefits

Rise in asset value
Global-scale social contributions
Investents in technological progress
Economic merits promised to participants

Mecanism with benefits for all participants

We will invite the best talent from all over the world, regardless of race, nationality, or workplace, to the 
Social Good team to work in areas that rely on individual talents, such as design, UX & UI, AI, and other 
state-of-the-art technologies.

For example, Jonathan Ive, Senior Vice President of Apple’s world-renown Industrial Design Group, 
earns $55 Million (according to Fortune, January 7, 2016).

There is significant competition in the current knowledge information society to acquire superior human 
resources, but even massive salaries can be provided to talented people utilizing SocialGood tokens as 
if they were stock options.

At the same time, the best talent does not move for financial compensation alone. The simple mission 
of “improving society” can convey meaning and purpose to working people. The present project is 
competitive, both mentally and physically, in terms of acquiring human resources.

(4) Co-creation projects (token and ecosystem patents)

Social Good is not just a target for investment. It is a co-creation project in which investors can 
participate.

The more the number of companies that participate in the Social Good Ecosystem™ increases, the 
more the number of SocialGood holders increases, and the more active buying becomes, the more the 
asset value and holding value of SocialGood can be expected to rise.

Accordingly, economically rational SocialGood holders will recommend that people close to them make 
SocialGood purchases to increase their own asset values. Furthermore, holders will spontaneously 
ask stores at which they shop frequently whether they are members of Social Good, which will likely 
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encourage companies to participate in the ecosystem. This is because every SocialGood holder will 
understand that overall ecosystem growth is even more directly connected to their own self-interest 
than the receipt of cash back payments.

This mechanism means that SocialGood investors can enhance the overall value of tokens and the 
ecosystem through their own activities. This is a win-win mechanism whereby the pursuit of one’s own 
profit is connected to all profits. The overall growth of the ecosystem is directly connected to increases 
in the asset values of each individual participant. This is a “one for all, all for one” mechanism. 

SocialGood is neither a security nor a common utility token off the street. It is a completely new co-
creation Cryptocurrency.

A concept whereby ecosystem participants achieve a win-win through such a cryptocurrency is both 
revolutionary and novel. As described above, patent applications for technology and know-how for 
building such a mechanism have already been submitted as the multiple software patents based on 
blockchains described above and as token and ecosystem patents submitted in Japan and the US. We 
also submitted the International Patent in accordance with PCT in September 2018.

(5) First-mover advantage, winner-take-all

The Social Good Project is very difficult for copycats to imitate. This is not due simply to the fact that 
this project has secured rights via several software technology patent applications based on blockchain 
technology. It is also because third parties can confirm that there is an ambitious founder standing 
behind the project.

If this were just a project, fakes having the exact same properties appeared, and all the fakes were 
cheaper than the original, it would likely be possible for “bad money to drive out good money.”

However, Social Good is a cryptocurrency, an ecosystem, and a user-participation social contribution 
project. It is very difficult to imitate because it is backed by the will to contribute to society.

For example, the Social Good Project was inspired by its founder Soichiro Takaoka over 10 years 
ago, who left books behind that clarified his will. A critical biography of founder Soichiro Takaoka as 
a Japanese entrepreneur has been published (“Entrepreneurs 2.0” by Toshinao Sasaki, Shogakukan 
2007). Other media postings include https://socialgood-foundation.com/interview/.

It is not just the will of the founder, but the strong will of the users who purchase SocialGood via token 
sales and at cryptocurrency exchanges and the unity, sympathy, and empathy resulting from a vision of 
“improving society” that are impossible to imitate. Empathy cannot be obtained via mimicry.

Furthermore, the first user of the ecosystem platform is critical. As an SNS, Facebook was born as 
a generic company. By registering the actual names of Harvard students, Facebook founder Mark 
Zuckerberg differentiated Facebook, in terms of participant quality and network stability, from its gigantic 
SNS company predecessor, MySpace, which allowed anyone to participate anonymously. In other 
words, he succeeded in expanding the network while sustaining “network reliability.”

We will develop a good quality marketplace by beginning participation with wealthy people belonging 
to the Ayumi Trust Group, which is a Social Good Ecosystem™ Managing Company, and its first-
class customers (major real estate companies and global brand companies) as the initial Social Good 
participants.

Additionally, the Social Good Ecosystem™ will use this token sale as an opportunity to acquire its first 
global users.

If quality is managed carefully, the ecosystem will start quickly. The reason for this is that the ecosystem 
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is designed to favor first users that induce consumers, alliance companies, and Managing Companies 
to compete to see who can participate fastest. 

• Companies: By joining the ecosystem early, companies can reach buyer networks with latent demand 
while competition is still scarce. They can join easily and for free from the beginning.

• Managing Companies in each country: These companies are the exclusive beneficiaries of the future 
revenues generated by the alliance companies they acquire themselves. It is advantageous for them 
to capture as many alliance companies as possible in relevant countries and areas.

• Consumers: SocialGood is designed so that the cash back rate gets better the earlier it is acquired 
and the longer it is held. As long as the price can be expected to rise more reliably than other asset 
classes, such as gold, legal currency, and Bitcoin, it is best to acquire SocialGood before its price 
increases.

In this way, a virtuous cycle exists whereby individuals and companies gather naturally out of economic 
rationality, the network value of the Social Good Ecosystem™ rises quickly, and the Social Good brand 
value builds and gets stronger. 

Social Good also includes a self-growth mechanism whereby its position becomes ever more 
advantageous with the passage of time.

The Social Good experience (donations and cash back payments) generated with each daily purchase 
gives powerful pleasure to the brain, regardless of nationality, race, or culture. The experience allows 
users to feel trust, empathy, enthusiasm, goodwill, and gratitude.
Because each participant in the Social Good Project automatically contributes to society, Social Good 
has a significant positive impact on society and is thus able to make the world a better place.

The market value of SocialGood accumulated through cash back payments each time purchases are 
made can always be confirmed via smartphone. Rational holders who understand the Social Good 
mechanism will have an expectation that the prices of SocialGood asset properties, which can be 
converted to cash, will rise in the future. Through people’s trust, networks are strengthened, social 
capital (Professor Robert David Putnam, Harvard University) accumulates globally, and the world 
becomes one.

All of these effects are strengthened through daily repetition. 

• “Improving society” as a universal human vision 
• Social Good as a global brand
• Network externalities and virtuous cycles
• State-of-the-art technology (AI and blockchains) and technological innovation
• Rational expectations that the value and price of SocialGood, which has asset properties, will rise
• Accumulation of social capital

Integrating all of these creates a “first mover advantage” and “winner-take-all” environment and allows 
the creation of strong barriers to entry and a competitive advantage without bringing in other similar 
companies later.

(6) Roadmap and KPIs

Social Good Project is the project with achievements on the foundation of the 13 years of business 
asset of the FinTech company group established in 2005. 
  
As the first phase, from 2005 to 2007, the group succeeded in tying up with big luxury companies 
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with the strong hinterland of Japanese wealthy class individuals. Thus, the group constructed the 
marketplace for the Japanese wealthy class individuals. In the second phase, from 2008 to 2017, the 
group has accumulated 10 years of global financial business development with acquisition of financial 
business licenses of major countries. The third phase is the one where the group plans to integrate and 
transform the past business asset into SocialGood. We established the new company in 2018. 
Here are the achievements and roadmaps as follows. 

Project achievements and roadmap

Phase1
2005 - 2007

The achievements 
in the three years 
of the completion 
of marketplace 
business for the 
wealthy class

•In 2005, Soichiro Takaoka, the founder of the Social Good Project, started a FinTech Group in Japan 
aiming to resolve social problems.

•He was supported by the USD5 Mil. capital injection, the largest size then, from the biggest Venture 
Capital.

•Online marketplace business exclusively for the wealthy class started in 2006. The total asset of the 
individuals reached USD10 Bil., the largest in Japan.

•BMW, Mercedes, Ferrari, and other big luxury companies were clients of the online business.
•UNICEF and WWF were included in organizations to which the automatic donation mechanism in the 
marketplace aimed to help.

Phase2
2008 - 2017

The achievements 
in the ten years 
of the completion 
of global financial 
business 
development

•He started a Japanese Financial Services Agency registered financial advisory company, and  a Hong 
Kong securities company licensed under HKSFC.

•Investment contracts reached more than USD900 Mil.at 2017 end. The company became No 1 
Japanese investment advisor for individuals in hedge fund investment.

•The Business Principle Declaration of the Advisory Company was adopted and has been listed on 
the Japanese Financial Service Agency HP since 2017.

Phase3
Jan. - Oct., 
2018

The conversion 
phase from 
the business 
achievements 
and assets in the 
thirteen years to 
the Social Good 
Project

Jan. •Social Good Foundation Inc. was founded. It Submitted Token Ecosystem Patent, a Blockchain-
based Technology, in Japan and US.

Apr. •SocialGood was registered with the U.S. SEC for accredited investors. SocialGood, cryptocurrency 
making society better, was released by Social Good Foundation.

May •Social Good Foundation started alliance with big corporations for Social Good Ecosystem™. Total 
sales of alliance corporations exceeded USD2 Bil. 

June •Ex-Citi executive joined the SocialGood Team, and started token sale to institutional investors. 
•The Team sold tokens of USD30 Mil. in value to institutional investors.

July •SocialGood got consents of token listings from a number of cryptocurrency exchanges. 
Aug. •The number of SocialGood holders exceeded 30,000. 

Phase4
Nov. - Dec., 
2018

Presale of ICO By Dec. •Presale of token continues. ICO is in Dec.
•Hard Cap is USD 500 Mil. Any unsold tokens are cancelled. The proceed of the sale is used for, 

mainly, securing liquidity. 

Phase5
From Jan. 
2019 -

The phase of 
the expansion of 
the Social Good 
Ecosystem™

Jan.- •SocialGood listings on exchanges of both Japanese and non-Japanese (outside Japan) companies. 
Sep.   (We have already acquired written consents of listing from a number of exchanges.) 
Oct. - •Testing of cashback and automatic donation system starts with alliance member corporations of the 

Social Good Ecosystem™.
•The proceed raised by token sale is also used for PR to increase the level of recognition of investors 

and consumers. 
•World wide franchising development starts to increase alliance member corporations, especially, in 

regions and countries outside Japan.  
July 
2020-

•SocialGood plans to announce “SocialGood ETF”to the market.

Based on the roadmap above, we estimate the demand for SocialGood as follows.

Demand Expansion Plan of Token

Presale

~Dec.end 2018 ~Sep.end 2019 Oct. 2019 ~ July 2020 ~

Transaction on
exchanges

 (Listing on Cryptocurrency
 Exchanges globally)

Real demand
for cashback, 

Advertisements to
consumers start.

ETF transaction on
global stock exchanges, 

(Listed securities as traded)

Demand

Time
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In the long run, we aim to target $25 Billion of total demand for SocialGood. 
In the next 10 years, we estimate 5% of the future GDP will be shifted to the token economy. If 
SocialGood wins 1.5% of such, SocialGood demand will be expected to be about $25 Billion.

The total GDPs of countries for SocialGood Developmet:About $60 Trillion 
a year now (World Bank Natioanl Accounts Data and OECD National 
Accounts Data)

EC rate in the GDPs:8% 
The growth rate of EC:27.3 %.

Assuming the token economy will grow to occupy 5% of the total GDPs of 
the countries in the next 10 years, the economy size will total $3 Trillion.

In the $3Trillion, let’s assume SocialGood takes 1.5%(*). Social Good 
Ecosystem™ will be then $45 Billion. (* because the share of Rakuten, the 
Japanese EC Company, is 1.5% in the World EC) 

Assume the cashback rate is 10% in average in the SocailGood economy. 
The cashback demand then is estimated as $4.5 Billion.

If the market size is estimated to reach $4.5 Billion linearly 10 year later 
from the scratch now, the total amount of SocialGood demand will be 
about $25 Billion.

1.

2.

3.

4.

About $60 Trillion

5% of GDP

1.5% of Token 
Economy

$25 Billion 

$4.5 Billion for cashback

27.3%

SocialGood demand is estimated at $25 Billion
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6. Token sales for ecosystem building

(1) Token overview

Token name: SocialGood
Token abbreviation: SG
Ticker symbol: SG
Token is based on the Ethereum ERC-20 Token Standard.
Social Good Foundation filed Form D with the SEC on April 18, 2018, local time, in the United States.
ICO issuing entity: Social Good Foundation Inc.
18F, West tower, Otemachi First Square
1-5-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0004

SocialGood has the following functions:

1. Cryptocurrency having settlement functions
2. Cryptocurrency that can be sold via public markets (cryptocurrency exchanges)
3. Right to participate in the Social Good Ecosystem™
4. Right to obtain cash back payments with each buying action
5. Enjoyment of spiritual returns via contributions to society with each buying action
6. Asset properties (price increase can be expected via technology patent applications)

SocialGood is based on the Ethereum ERC-20 Token Standard.

(2) Use of funds

A breakdown of the usage of funds from the ICO (token sale) sale is shown below.

Price & Value UP :73%Operation :15%

Technology :10%

Patent & Legal : 2%

73%:  Funding for ecosystem expansion and SocialGood price maintenance and liquidity assurance 
(reserve for sustaining credibility of the cryptocurrency, allotments to new business partners in 
each country, such as alliance companies and Managing Companies, PR to raise awareness, 
collaborations with cryptocurrency exchanges in each country, funds so companies can purchase 
their own tokens, compensation for customer introduction programs by affiliates, etc.)

15%:  Allotments to consortium initial alliance companies and administrative offices and operation of 
global locations

10%: Expenses for outsourcing to major technology companies and for research and development
  2%: Intellectual property and legal and regulatory compliance
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Token Sale: 32%

Partner :6%

Reserve: 52%

Ambassador Program: 4%
Team: 6%

Token holding percentages are as follows.

Social Good Foundation Inc. is able to issue tokens, after the token sale, within the issuance upper limit 
(210 Million SocialGood) to cope with the cashback demand which will increase in accordance with the 
growth of the Social Good Ecosystem™. In other words, unissued tokens that are not yet distributed in 
the market are called “reserve”.

Token holding percentages will be 32% to purchasers of token via sales, 6% to partners, 6% to the 
team, 4% to Ambassador Program users and 52% for the reserve as the facility of additional issuance 
of tokens, that are not yet issued in the sales period, in order to cope with cashback demand increase 
by the Social Good Ecosystem™ growth. With regard to the 6% allotment to the team, it is locked up. 
And after the sale in 4 years, the lock up will be released by a quarter of the 6% per year. With regard 
to the 6% allotment to partners, we will determine whom to be given for the sake of the Social Good 
Ecosystem™ growth within the allotment limit regardless of the sales period. 

Token holding percentages above are calculated based on the maximum amount of SocialGood 
issuance. If there happen to be any unsold and/or unallocated tokens they will be cancelled after the 
token sale ends and so they will be placed into the reserve, undistributed in the market. 

(3) Selling conditions

The Maximum sales number for Token Sale: 68,000,000 SocialGood
Hard Cap: $500 Million equivalent. If the total sales amount reaches the $500 Million equivalent, sales are 
closed. And if there happen to be any unsold and/or unallocated tokens they will be cancelled after the 
token sale ends and will be placed into the reserve. The reason that the hard cap is set at $500 Million is 
that it will be beneficial for initial token holders to mark 2% of the total SocialGood Demand $25 Billion, as 
is explained in the previous chapter.
Settlement currencies at time of token sale: ETH, BTC, USD Minimum purchase at the time of token sale: 
1SocialGood Maximum purchase at the time of token sale: No limit
SG issuance number: 210,000,000 SocialGood
Sales price: Token price is USD $10 per one SocialGood.

(4) Token sales process

Token will be sold to investors outside Japan to, Sunday, December 23, 2018.
The token sales to investors in Japan, on the other hand, will be carried out through cryptocurrency 
exchanges when the regulatory environment over such Japanese exchangers and exchange business is 
cleared. 
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Social Good is, therefore, scheduled to be listed on cryptocurrency exchanges (domestic exchanges 
operated in Japan and overseas exchanges operated outside Japan) at some time in the period from 
December 2018 to the end of September 2019. The Social Good Foundation Inc. has already acquired 
a number of listing consents from exchanges, on which, with these consents, SocialGood will be 
officially listed within a week or so immediately after the Social Good Foundation Inc.expresses the 
listing requests formally. The listings on exchanges are planned and scheduled to be at the same time, 
both Japanese and non-Japanese (outside Japan), triggered by the Japanese listings.

Notes: 
For investors who buy more than the equivalent of USD $1 Million in tokens, discount prices may be 
applicable on a case-by-case basis. There will be some cases of discount for retail investors. A hard 
cap will be triggered when the total amount of issuance is recognized to be reaching the USD $500 
Million equivalent as the result of the daily calculation and summation of sales. There will be no refunds 
of amounts paid to us by purchasers. We will not return any cryptocurrencies or cash whatsoever 
once it is paid to the Social Good Foundation Inc. “Claim” refers to the work of notifying us (SGF) of 
an Ethereum Wallet by which a purchaser will receive SocialGood. We will start disclosing the Claim 
function accordingly and we will send SocialGood to the Ethereum Wallet of which we have been 
notified by the time of the very first token listing at the exchange. And, we will carry out “token split” of 
1:10 for investors who expressed their intentions to buy SocialGood, completed registrations and then 
finished notifications of Wallets,and for participants in the Ambassador Program who cleared relevant 
conditions by October 31, 2018, in order to avoid their disadvantages compared to investors who did 
so after  such date.
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7. Overview of team

Soichiro Takaoka
After graduating from Tokyo University, Mr. Takaoka joined Mitsui & Co., Ltd., where he was engaged 
in overseas investment review, new business launches, and M&A in the information industry sector. He 
formed the Ayumi Trust Group (formerly the Abraham Group) in 2005. He was appointed Representative 
Director & CEO of each of the group’s companies, Hedge Fund Direct Co., Ltd. (FIEA No. 532) and 
Yucasee Wealth Media Co., Ltd. He led group companies running finance and media business for 
wealthy people in the FinTech sector. After establishing a wholesale special securities company (dealing 
in securities) authorized by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Trading Commission, he is well 
versed in the field of global finance, including sales. He also serves as a part-time professor at Kyushu 
University. In 2018, he was appointed as a representative of the Social Good Foundation to promote 
social contribution ecosystems applying blockchain technology.

To lead the Social Good Project business, experience is required in both “finance” and “internet platform 
business.” As a serial entrepreneur in the FinTech sector, Mr. Takaoka has over 10 years’ experience in 
these two fields, as both a founder and CEO.
• Achievement as the founding CEO of Japan’s largest platform company limited to the wealthy
 Established in 2006, “YUCASEE” is an online private club limited to wealthy people with net financial 

assets of 100 Million yen or more and is the largest such club in Japan with member assets of 
1 Trillion yen or more. The wealthy class online media site “YUCASEE Media” is Japan’s largest 
such site and is accessed online a million times each month. Its business partners are large top-
tier companies targeting wealthy people at Ferrari, Toyota, Mitsui Fudosan, and the Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi UFJ.

• Achievements as the founding CEO of Japan's largest hedge fund specialized investment advisory 
company (FSA registrar).

 FinTech Corporation Hedge Fund Direct Co., Ltd. (established in 2008), which selects optimal funds 
from more than 100,000 fund databases in the world using its own algorithm and advises investors 
from a neutral standpoint, has investment advisory contracts totaling more than 91.2 Billion yen (as of 
the end of December 2017) and is the industry's largest investment advisory company specializing in 
overseas funds. It is certified as a “financial institution that has adopted the FSA’s ‘Principles Relating 
to Customer-Oriented Business Operations’ (2017).” 

Toshio Nishimura
Former Managing Director, Head of Relationship Management, of Salomon Brothers (Citigroup). 
Investment banker, marketing expert and professional, especially with affluent experience in institutional 
investor business, for 25 years.

Seiichiro Yonekura
Harvard University GSAS, Ph.D., Professor at the Hitotsubashi University Institute of Innovation 
Research, Fellow Professor Hitotsubashi University, currently Special Advisor for the Grameen Bank in 
Japan. Provides advice on social business startups.

Tomohiro Takagi
Professor, School of Science and Technology of Meiji University, Ph.D. One of the most influential 
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authorities in the world in fuzzy theory, one kind of computational artificial intelligence. Fellow Professor 
at the Department of Electrical Engineering Computer Science, UC Berkeley, joint research achievement 
with Panasonic Corporation and SONY Corporation. His latest research relates to a highly precise 
recommendation engine and highly precise targeting.

Naoki Yokoyama
Tokyo University BA., ex-MD of Nikko Securities (now SMBC Nikko Securities Inc.), President of a 
company of SBI Group. Former appointed member of many Japanese governmental financial regulatory 
committees, such as the corporate accounting committee, financial regulation research committee, and 
commodity trading scrutinization committee.

Yu Yamanaka
Extensive career in multinational AI Startups. Recent successful ICO of JPY 1 Billion equivalent for a 
Swiss corporation as CTO. Technology expert in a wide variety of IT areas (e.g., hosting a WEB media 
site with 15 million MAUs and system developments for major IT companies such as Google, DNP, and 
JCB). A member of the Japan Blockchain Association.

Hisahito Kobayashi
Harvard University Master (Kennedy School of Govt., MPA). Ex-Internal Auditor at MUFG and MUFG 
MUMSS (subsidiary) IAs, and in charge of handling regulatory issues as the representative counterparty 
officer with various regulators.

Hideto Kohno
President of Kohno & Kohno, Patent Office, Author of “FinTech Patent and Intellectual Property 
Strategy.” 40+ year career in IP and legal.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

1. This Whitepaper explains SocialGood (“token”) and Social Good Project, and in no way constitutes as a legal document such as a bylaw. The 
Whitepaper has never been, nor will be, submitted, filed, nor registered to any regulatory office whatsoever in any jurisdiction of any region nor 
country at all. It has never been nor will be looked over nor checked by any regulator of any region nor country. In reading this Whitepaper, 
individuals, corporations or any other organizations shall carefully examine and understand the content hereof, risks, effects and expenses, and, if 
necessary, should consult with experts and professionals, or carry out study on their own responsibility. Please also read the “Terms and Conditions” 
of token sale, and ensure that you have fully understood the content when you purchase token. 

2. The content of the Whitepaper and the terms and conditions of token sale, etc., will be subject to any alteration at any time. The company posts the 
latest Whitepaper and other documents at each alteration on the website. Readers and those who purchase token shall read the latest Whitepaper 
being updated each time on their own responsibility and confirm the content. The company shall have the right to make alteration, modification, 
addition or partial deletion of the Whitepaper and the terms and conditions of token sale, etc., at any time during the selling period of token, at its 
discretion, by posting the altered/modified points on the website. Purchasers shall be deemed to have accepted such alterations upon the purchase 
of token. If, at any point in time, a purchaser does not consent to the latest Whitepaper and the terms and conditions of token sale at that time, he/
she should not purchase token. 

3. All information presented in the Whitepaper shall not intend to constitute grounds of investment judgment or intend to make any specific 
recommendations. Social Good Foundation Inc.(“the company”) will NOT be liable or responsible for mistake, omission or inaccuracy of any 
information, or all kinds of direct or indirect losses or damages that may arise and be caused, directly or indirectly, out of any acts to be conducted 
based on such information. 

4. Citizens (in terms of tax treatment or otherwise) or residents in a country or state where the purchase of token or any cryptocurrency equivalent 
thereto is prohibited or is possible to be prohibited or is possible to be deemed not to have conformed with the applicable laws and regulations shall 
not be entitled to purchase token through token sale and thus they cannot purchase SocialGood. Residents in Japan will not be able to purchase 
before the commencement of token sale of SocialGood in Japan. If, at the selling stage before the commencement of token sale in Japan, the 
person should be found a resident in Japan after the purchase, his/her purchase shall be cancelled. If expenses or damages are incurred by the 
company due to the foregoing, the company may take actions for claiming compensation for expenses and damages. Furthermore, as to U.S. 
citizenship holders, those who can purchase Social Good shall be limited to individual and institutional investors fulfilling specific conditions. If non-
fulfillment of the said conditions should be found after the purchase, the purchase shall be cancelled. If expenses or damages are incurred by the 
company due to the foregoing, the company may take actions for claiming compensation for expenses and damages. Residents in the People’s 
Republic of China cannot purchase Social Good through token sale. If the person should be found a resident in PRC after the purchase, his/her 
purchase shall be cancelled. If expenses or damages are incurred by the company due to the foregoing, the company may take actions for claiming 
compensation for expenses and damages. 

5. The token is digital asset developed and issued by the company. Purchasers shall not acquire any rights from the company, express or implied, 
by purchasing the token and possessing it thereafter. The toke is not either token under the statutory virtual currency (Article 2, Paragraph 5 of the 
Payment Services Act), prepaid payment means (Article 3 of the Payment Services Act), or securities (bonds, share certificates, and ownership 
rights pertaining to transactions issued by the company and / or a related company, shares and rights related shares, options or derivatives, CDF 
contracts or other related rights for the purpose of profit recognition or loss avoidance, the securities to be held by a considerably large number of 
persons who respond to the solicitation, certificate of ownership of business trust, derivatives ownership of business trust, and any other type of 
securities, but not limited to the foregoing securities). Meanwhile, the cash back mentioned in this Whitepaper shall be controlled and implemented 
by an operating company (Social Good Center) who carries out cash back business in each county based on the terms and conditions of the usage 
of token with the token holder. Cash back shall not be controlled, implemented, or operated by the company.

 
6. Regarding Delivery of token – important notice on Claim –
 Claim refers to the work by a purchaser to notify the company (Social Good Foundation Inc.) of Ethereum Wallet by which the purchaser receives 

SocialGood. Claim function will be disclosed accordingly. The input deadline shall be announced by e-mails and/or in HP announcements. Unless 
Claim is completed by the deadline, no token corresponding to that Claim will not be issued. The token is non-negotiable and attached the 
functionality of selling limitation. Until the token gets listed on an exchange based on the legal contract between us and the exchange, the token is 
systematically prohibited to be negotiated and to be transferred to any other places than the Ethereum Wallet notified by the purchaser. Nobody, 
including even us, is unable to transfer any tokens before the listing on an exchange to any other places than the Ethereum Wallet notified by the 
purchaser. Do not designate a wallet issued by a cryptocurrency exchange for the Ethereum Wallet to be designated for receiving. Please make sure 
to use the wallet capable of ERC-20 token Standard, and to register the Ethereum Wallet which the purchaser owns. If the company deems it as 
name-lending or the purpose of money laundering, issuance is cancelled. No money shall be refunded even where the Ethereum Wallet was wrongly 
registered. In no event shall the company be liable for loss or damage attributable to Claim deficiency (including the failure and / or absence of the 
Ethereum Wallet notification       by the purchaser). Remittance of cryptocurrency and fiat currency to us for the purpose of purchase of token is final 
and non-refundable. Refund, however, is only possible to be made to purchasers should we reject purchase request as the result of KYC (Know-
Your-Client).

7. Regarding risks of token (SocialGood)
 Purchasers of token should, before the purchase, retention, and use of token, carefully consider the following risks associated with the token. We 

deem that the purchaser has fully understood them and accepted them before the purchase. 
 Please understand that price may drastically fluctuate day-to-day, and accordingly it could happen to yield huge profits or vis-à-vis cause losses to 

purchasers. 

(1) Risk relating to technical matters
 Various technologies that support cryptocurrency and blockchain technology are just ever-progressing. Therefore, many risks, including system 

failure, loss of secret key, cryptocurrency-related protocol malfunction/failure or abandonment, attacks from outside parties, or weakness 
relating to hacking security, always exist concerning related technique and related technology in connection with that field. 

(2) Risk involved in the Project
 The planned Project mentioned in the Whitepaper may not necessarily be proceeded with as planned. Profit, right later on, and others that we 

describe in the Whitepaper with regard to the token depends on the development of Social Good Project. Although we strive to accomplish 
the Project in accordance with the plan explained in the Whitepaper, there may be possibilities where plan components such as profit plan, 
right plan, scheduling, contents, and others could change. The company does not guarantee whether those components shall be achieved as 
aimed or planned at all.
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(3) Risk associated with token market
 Sellers will neither guarantee to support the secondary distribution and external evaluation of the token nor promote them. While distribution 

and trading through markets posts liquidity risk, price fluctuation risk and the like to token, the company will assume no responsibility for various 
circumstances, events or outcomes, etc. to be brought about to token by those risks.

 Furthermore, the company aims to be dealt by cryptocurrency exchange service providers (meaning the so-called “to be listed on an 
exchange”) at a certain point in the future; however, the company does not guarantee whether the goal will be achieved as aimed or planned 
at all. Although the company retains the right to have the token listed on their exchanges of cryptocurrency exchange service providers the 
company is not obligated to do so (listing) at all, because listing token on an exchange is up to a cryptocurrency exchange service provider’ 
own judgment and decision.

 Examinations and judgments by the regulatory authorities may also affect listing one way or another. These matters will generate non-liquidity 
risks eventually with respect to tokens purchased and owned by purchasers.

 In addition, purchasers cannot sell tokens that they purchased until the tokens get listed on exchanges of cryptocurrency exchange service 
providers. Although the company strives to do its best to create a market of the token, the company does not guarantee whether the goal will 
be achieved as aimed or planned at all. Purchasers should, therefore, understand there may be the possibility where the liquidity of the token 
could decrease more than that when they initially purchase.

(4) Risk of loss not covered by insurance
 Unlike bank accounts or accounts of other financial institutions, the token will not be covered by any insurance unless a purchaser specially 

obtains and takes out a private insurance. Accordingly, in the event of loss or lost utility value, there will be no public insurance company such 
as a deposit insurance corporation on which such purchaser can rely and will be no private insurance arranged by sellers. 

(5) Risk associated with legal restrictions
 In many jurisdictions, status of regulations over token, sale of token and blockchain technology are not clear. It is difficult to recognize/foresee 

how the regulatory authorities apply or will apply the current regulations as to such technologies including the token and its use. Likewise, 
it is also difficult to recognize/foresee how the parliaments or the regulatory authorities of each nation enforce or will enforce amendment to 
laws and regulations that affect blockchain technology including the token and its use. Regulatory measures will have various influences on 
the value of the token in various ways, such as making a judgment that token is a financial instrument subject to regulation which requires 
registration or permit and license. In cases where regulatory measures or amendment to laws and regulations shall determine the operation in 
a certain jurisdiction to be illegal or where acquiring an approval of regulatory authority necessary for operating in a certain jurisdiction shall be 
determined to be commercially unfavorable, the company may make decision on suspension of the operation in that jurisdiction. 

(6) Risk arising from taxation 
 Taxation of the token is not necessarily clear yet. Purchasers shall, in connection with the purchase of the token, seek advice concerning 

taxation by themselves and consequently they may be subjected to disadvantageous tax treatment including requirements for withholding tax, 
corporate income tax and tax return. 

(7) Risk of unfavorable fluctuation of value of Ethereum or other currencies
 The company intends to, as explained in the Whitepaper, appropriate the sales of token sale to development and maintenance of ecosystem. 

The sales of token sale will be denominated in Ether and Bitcoin, which may in some cases, converted in other cryptocurrency or legal 
tender. If the value of Ether or other currencies adversely fluctuate after the selling period, sellers may become unable to allocate the funds to 
development. It may become likely that the ecosystem cannot be developed and maintained by the contemplated method.

(8) Dissolution risk
 There is the possibility that sellers or the Company will dissolve themselves due to a number of reasons, such as disadvantageous fluctuation 

of value of cryptocurrency or legal tender, decrease in efficacy of the token, commercial failure, or motion of objection against the ownership of 
intellectual properties. 

(9) Risk arising out of the lack of right to governance 
 Token does not grant any type of rights to governance with respect to the developer of the ecosystem, sellers or affiliates, etc. Therefore, the 

company will make, at its discretion, various decisions concerned with the ecosystem, sellers, the Company or corporate affiliated companies, 
such as decision to discontinue the development plan or initiative of the ecosystem, generation and sale of additional token, sellout or 
liquidation of sellers or the Company. There is the possibility that those decisions will have adverse effect on the ecosystem and the token 
purchased. 

(10) Any other risks not predicted or recognized at present
 Cryptographic token like the token is a new untested technology. In addition to the risks previously explained, other risks such as natural 

disasters, e.g., earthquakes, unpredictable by sellers at present with regard to the purchase, retention or use of the token could exist. Such 
risks are possible to actually arise as unforeseen transformation or combination of risks being examined in the Attachment. 

8. Responsibility concerning security
 Purchasers shall be responsible for taking reasonable measures with respect to the wallet to be used when keeping the token after purchasing it 

from the company and other storage mechanism of the token, to preserve a secret key and information necessary for accessing to such storage 
mechanism. In the event a secret key of a Purchaser or other information is lost, the purchaser may lose access to the token. The company shall not 
be held responsible for such loss.

 Furthermore, in addition to the foregoing, if a third party utilizes Social Good service using wallet information or other registration information of the 
purchaser, the company shall deem the said use as the use by the purchaser. 

9. Representations and warranties
 Upon purchase of the token, a purchaser shall represent and warrant the following. The company hereby expressly retains the right to suspend or 

deprive the purchaser’s account if the Purchaser breaches any one (1) of these matters. The company shall not be liable for any outcomes resulting 
from a breach of this article by the purchaser: 
(1) Having ability and authority to purchase token in accordance with laws and regulations involved;
(2) The purchase is for his / her own purchase, and it is not the purchase for other people than himself or herself;
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(3) Having understood that the token does not fall in the category of securities in the purchaser’s jurisdiction, and having verified, agreed to, and 
recognized it;

(4) Having understood that the promotion of token by the company does not fall in the category of solicitation or offering of securities in the 
jurisdiction where the purchaser resides;

(5) Having understood that the purchase of token in not prohibited by laws or regulations in the jurisdiction where the purchaser resides, and if any 
restriction would apply to the purchase of token the purchase would be liable for any remedy necessary by himself or herself without any liability 
whatsoever onto the company;

(6) Having thoroughly read documents such as this Whitepaper and the attached Terms of Sale (hereinafter, the Documents) and understood the 
contents thereof;

(7) Having understood the Documents and fully understand the risks and influences associated with the purchase of the token;
(8) Having acquired sufficient information on the token to make decisions based on appropriate information when purchasing the token;
(9) Having understood that the token will not grant any rights in any form to/in the company or the affiliates. In rights that Purchasers should 

understand, rights relating to voting, distribution, reimbursement, settlement and property (including intellectual property rights in any forms) or 
other property rights and legal rights are included;

(10) Having understood that a purchaser cannot sell tokens that the purchaser buys until the tokens get listed on exchanges of cryptocurrency 
exchange service providers.

(11) Having understood that though the company strives to do its best to create a market of the token, the company does not guarantee whether 
the goal will be achieved as aimed or planned at all and there may be the possibility where the liquidity of the token could decrease more than 
that when they initially purchase.

(12) Comply with obligations under laws and regulations and tax law applicable to the jurisdiction of the purchaser which will arise due to the 
purchase of the token;

(13) The purchaser is not a citizen or resident of region where access to the token is prohibited by the applicable laws and regulations, etc., treaties 
and administrative measures;

(14) The purchaser has not had in the past and does not have at present an economic relationship, business relationship, employment relationship 
or delegation relationship with anti-social forces, etc. and has not conducted, temporarily or continuously, a commercial transaction, provision 
or transfer of profits, or any other transactions with anti-social forces, etc.;

(15) Having understood that the token does not, at the time of issuance, fall under statutory cryptocurrency (Paragraph 5, Article 2 of the Payment 
Services Act), prepaid payment instruments (Article 3 of the said Act) or securities as is explain the previous Chapter 5, etc.;

(16) Having fully understood technical background of cryptocurrency as well as risks that could arise due to the said technical factors and restriction.
(17) Having fully understood the company and the Project are with business risks involved;
(18) Having understood that the company will not be liable for any loss including indirect loss, special loss, accidental loss and any other tape of 

loss deriving from the purchase of token by the purchase;
(19) The purchaser will not use the token for the purpose of any illegal activity including money laundering and financing terrorist activities;

10. Indemnification 
 A purchaser shall, if damages are caused to a third party or if a dispute arises with a third party in connection with the purchase/use of the token, 

compensate for such damages or resolve such dispute at his/her expenses and on his/her own responsibility, and shall not cause any trouble or 
damages to the company.

 If a purchaser caused damages to the company in connection with the purchase/use of the token, the purchaser shall compensate the company for 
the damages (including legal costs and attorney’s fee) at his/her expenses and on his/her own responsibility. 

11. Exemptions
(1) The company will not be liable for any loss whatsoever that a purchaser would suffer from with regard to the purchase of token.
(2) The token shall be sold on an “as-is basis” and “to the extent providable” without any kinds of warrantees, and the company denies all 

warrantees, including without limitation, implied warranty of merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose, the title or non-infringement.
(3) The company does not represent or warrant that the token is trustworthy, the newest, free from any errors and satisfies conditions sought by a 

purchaser, or that the defect in the token will be corrected in the future.
(4) The company does not represent or warrant that the token or delivery mechanism of the token has not been infected with virus or other harmful 

components.
(5) The company is not liable for accuracy, etc. of information concerning the Terms and Conditions of token sale, the Whitepaper, and all kinds of 

other documents and information, etc. on the website. The company will not represent or warrant that Terms and Conditions of token sale, the 
Whitepaper, and all kinds of other documents with regard to the token sale would be providing a purchaser and a reader with any authenticity, 
perfectness, promise, or guarantee of information and statement. And the company will refuse to provide with any authenticity, perfectness, 
promise, or guarantee of information and statement.

(6) The company is not liable for loss of the purchased token (including loss of ID/password, etc. of the wallet for keeping the purchased token).
(7) Just like other cryptocurrencies, the value of token may drastically fluctuate and in some cases the value may decrease from the price at the 

purchase due to various factors. The company will not be liable for any loss incurred by such fluctuation.
(8) The price amount of token with regard to the token purchase is always that of before tax calculation. Purchasers are responsible for calculation, 

capture, reporting and payment of any tax related to the purchase of token. The company is not liable for any of calculation, capture, reporting 
and payment of any tax related to the purchase of token by the purchaser.

12. Miscellaneous
 As for documents such as the Whitepaper, the Terms of Sale, the Privacy Policy, information on the Website, and others, two versions, namely 

Japanese version and English version, exist. If there are any discrepancies between Japanese and English versions, the provisions and explanations 
set forth in Japanese version stands because they are governed by the laws of Japan,


